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Beautiful, isn’t it? 
 
We have this art thanks to Patriot Tony Dean.  Sales/donations of this print 
generates monies to assist veterans in need and their families.  MOPH and 
MOPHA members, consider one for your home or as a gift. 
 
This Giclée framed fine print of the American Eagle, Flag & Purple Heart is only 
available from Chap. 750 Military Order of the Purple Heart. 
 
Artist J.J. Prescott is a Ventura County California contemporary artist who 
created “Proud to Be an American” oil on canvas, 11” X 14”, to share her 
American pride with other Americans. 
 
Overall Frame Dimensions 14-1/4” x 17-1/4”.  Print/frame weight: 3.5-lbs. 
 
“Proud to Be an American” Giclée contemporary fine print from the original 
beautifully framed with wood frame, glass and sawtooth hanger. Because it is a 
giclée fine print we are asking $200; shipping is extra.  Send me a check made 
out to Chap. 750 MOPH or go our Website (http://moph-chapter-750.com), click 
on Donate send the $200 and get a free download of “The Veteran,” see below. 
 
J.J. studied under American fine artist Michael Ward.  She is a patriotic 
American; Daughter of Lawrence Clement, pitcher for the Boston Braves, and the 
niece of Wallace L. Clement Brigadier General U.S. Army who served in three 
wars who received many decorations like the Silver Star and many other metals 
for valor, in World War II, Korean War and Vietnam War.   
 
Chap. 750 Military Order of the Purple Heart is located on the California Central 
Coast.  We are an I.R.S. recognized charity and we're all about vets helping vets 
and their families, whether Purple Heart or not.  This is a donation that will enable 
us to carry on with the charitable mission. 
 
The Military Order of the Purple Heart is made up exclusively of combat wounded 
Purple Heart recipients.  If you have a Purple Heart and are not a member, 
please consider joining. 
 
Tax Exemption Information: EIN: 20-1704430 
National MOPH Tax Exemption Information: 
http://www.purpleheart.org/Downloads/IRSDetermination.pdf 
 
Insured shipping USPS Priority Mail or FedEx. 
Want more information: Call 805 565 3759.  
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Newsletter for SGT Michael A. DiRaimondo 
Chapter 750 Military Order of the Purple Heart 

moph-chapter-750.com 
 

“To care for him who shall have borne the battle…” 
Abraham Lincoln’s second inaugural address, March 4, 1865. 

 

                       From the Commander 
February Meeting 
The next meeting is moved to February 21st; the regular meeting was fell on February 14 
which is Valentine’s Day.  You know, when you get your annual performance review as 
a husband.  We will lunch at noon sharp at the Bard Mansion on Navy Base, Ventura 
County then a regular meeting afterward.  Patriot Bob Quinn, former base commander, 
has reserved the Garden Room for our 12:00 lunch and meeting.  MOPHA and MOPH 
will meet together, and possible break into groups.  Please RSVP if you are coming to the 
meeting.  If you have questions call me 805 565 3759.  Lunch costs about $11.  If you 
cannot access the base, let me know and we will meet you at the Seabee Museum just 
outside the gate.  Those who would like a tour let Bob know at the lunch.  US Navy 
Seabee Museum, address: 3201 N Ventura Rd, Port Hueneme, CA 93043.  A map of the 
Bard Mansion location in the newsletter. 
 
Thank you to Norma Swarup and Ross and Linda Porter for their generous donations. 
 
A report from Patriots David and Jane Hieter on the Santa Barbara VA Clinic 
Thanksgiving Food Basket Drive is in the newsletter.  Included in their report are the 
thank you cards which belong to the chapter and unit and our generous donors. 
 
Music Download 
I want everyone who receives this newsletter to go to our Website (http://moph-chapter-
750.com) and download a song “The Veteran”.  You have several ways of donating, 
PayPal, debit and credit cards.  On our main page, click on Donate then you will see 
“Purchase and Download the song”.  “The Veteran” is by Hollywood composer Barry 
DeVorzon who has given Chap. 750 the rights to distribute the song; click on Barry’s bio 
link.  Tell your friends, they will appreciate it. 
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Whenever You Are Admitted to a Hospital, V.A. Or Otherwise 
Medication Error at GLA (Greater Los Angeles VA system) 
Brown, Ann R. <Ann.Brown@va.gov> 
Fri, Jan 11, 2019 1:39 PM 
 
All – I wanted to let each of you know about an adverse event that occurred at GLA 
Tuesday.  While a Veteran was being prepared for surgery requiring spinal/epidural 
anesthesia, the incorrect medication was administered into the spinal column.  The 
mistake was quickly recognized and the Veteran was sedated, intubated, and medically 
stabilized.  
 
The Veteran has been transferred to the UCLA Neurosurgery ICU where he is stable and 
has been weaned from intubation.  GLA surgical and administrative staff are working 
closely with the Veteran’s family to provide support and guidance through this time.  
Additionally, the GLA staff involved were immediately debriefed and provided 
psychological support to deal with the personal impact of the event. 
 
To deal with the organizational concerns, GLA has chartered a Root Cause Analysis to 
determine if there were systemic process issues that contributed to the error and make 
recommendations to improve our processes.  Additionally, we held an anesthesia stand 
down Wednesday morning where all anesthesia staff reviewed the event and then 
discussed immediate actions that can be taken to improve patient safety, including to 
“Stop the Line” if they have a patient safety concern in the Operating Room, and to 
embrace our “Just Culture” that promotes an environment in which it is safe to raise 
issues of patient safety. 
 
We strive to ensure the safety and improve the lives of each Veteran who entrusts their 
care to GLA and are working hard to improve our organization for the benefit of all of 
our Nation’s Heroes. 
 
Ms. Ann Brown was appointed as the Medical Center Director of VA Greater Los 
Angeles Healthcare System effective February 7, 2016. 
 
Veterans Appeals Improvement and Modernization Act of 2017 
RAMP provides Veterans the opportunity to use the new review process in their appeals. 
 
The Appeals Modernization Act established a new review process for VA claims.  This 
process is fast, transparent, and fair.  It allows for improved benefits and services to you 
and your family.  Through RAMP, you can receive a review of your claim decision much 
faster.  You will have the option to use the “Higher-Level Review” or “Supplemental 
Claim” lane outlined in the new law. 
 
See details in the newsletter. 
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Smart Phone Apps that Can Help All Veterans 
The apps cover a range of physical, family and mental health concerns—VA’s flagship 
app PTSD Coach was the first, released in 2011, PTSD Coach (Apple & Android) is 
available in 95 countries and has been downloaded more than 300,000 times. 
 
Three other apps are very similar in nature: PE Coach (Apple & Android), ACT Coach 
(Apple & Android) and CPT Coach (Apple & Android) are more specific and designed to 
work with the type of therapy a patient is already receiving. 
 
All of the apps are designed to create real, long-term clinical improvement so veterans 
can go on with the rest of their lives, Hoffman said. It is not intended to undermine or 
reinvent any of the highly successful interventions.  
Information at Your Fingertips For more information on VA mobile apps, visit 
https://mobile.va.gov/appstore/veterans 
 
Sample of Available Apps 
These apps help you better manage your care and stay in touch with your VA care team. 
 
VA Video Connect 
VA Video Connect connects Veterans 
with their health care team from 
anywhere, using encryption to ensure a 
secure and private session.  
 
ACT Coach 
The ACT Coach App helps you work 
with a mental health professional during 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy 
(ACT). ACT aims to help you live with 
unpleasant thoughts. 
 
Airborne Hazards and Open Burn Pit 
Registry 
An online database of health information 
provided by OEF/OIF/OND or 1990-
1991 Gulf War Veterans and 
Servicemember. 
 
Anger and Irritability Management Skills 
AIMS is designed for Veterans and 
military Service members but can be 
used by anyone coping with anger 
problems. The AIMS app is based on the 

Anger and Irritability Management. 
 
Annie App for Veterans 
The Annie App is a Short Message 
Service (SMS) text messaging capability 
that promotes self-care for Veterans.  
Annie can send you automated messages. 
 
Ask a Pharmacist 
The Ask a Pharmacist App allows 
Veterans to access information quickly 
about VA pharmacies and medications as 
well as tools to manage health care. 
 
CBT-i Coach 
Helps you get the most out of Cognitive 
Behavioral Therapy for Insomnia (CBT-
i) so that you can develop good sleep 
habits and sleep better 
 
Concussion Coach 
The Concussion Coach App provides 
you with resources to help you manage 
symptoms of concussion or mild to 
moderate traumatic brain injury. 
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CPT Coach 
The CPT Coach App helps you work 
with your therapist during Cognitive 
Processing Therapy (CPT). CPT is used 
to reduce symptoms of Posttraumatic 
Stress Disorder (PTSD). 
 
Mindfulness Coach 
The Mindfulness Coach App provides 
you with tools and guided exercises to 
help you practice mindfulness, which 
means paying purposeful attention to the 
present moment. 
 
Mindfulness Coach 2 
Mindfulness means noticing and paying 
attention to what is going on in the 
present moment, without passing 
judgment on it. 
 
Mobile Blue Button 
The Mobile Blue Button App was 
designed to help both you and your 
Caregivers better manage your health 
care needs and communicate with your 
health care teams. 
 
Mood Coach 
Mood Coach is an app for Veterans, 
Service members, and others to learn and 
practice Behavioral Activation. This app 
is designed to help you boost your mood. 
 
MOVE! Coach 
A weight self-management app that 
provides education, tools, and guidance 
designed to help you meet your weight 
and health goals. 
 
Moving Forward 
You can access on-the-go tools and learn 
problem solving skills to overcome 
obstacles and deal with stress. 

MyVA Health Journal 
Accesses your VA Electronic Health 
Record and, for your security, requires 
you to enter ID.me, DS Logon or My 
HealtheVet account credentials. 
 
NR Mobile 
NetResponse helps you monitor your 
health and stay in communication with 
your healthcare team. In the application, 
you may be asked questions and given 
information about you. 
 
Parenting2Go 
The Parenting2Go App is designed to 
provide convenient tools to help you 
strengthen your parenting skills and 
reconnect with your children. 
 
PE Coach 2 
The PE Coach App helps you work with 
a mental health professional during 
Prolonged Exposure (PE) therapy, used 
to reduce Posttraumatic Stress. 
 
PTSD Coach 
Helps you learn about and cope with the 
symptoms related to Posttraumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) that commonly occur 
following trauma. 
 
PTSD Family Coach 
PTSD Family Coach is for family 
members of those living with 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 
The app provides extensive information 
about PTSD. 
 
REVAMP App for Veterans 
Pairs with your Positive Airway Pressure 
(PAP) machine and enables you and your 
VA sleep care team to track your sleep. 
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Rx Refill 
Apps for Veterans that display a lock 
icon require DS Logon Level 2 
(Premium) Account credentials because 
they connect to the Electronic Health. 
 
STAIR Coach 
STAIR Coach is designed to supplement 
in-person psychotherapy using Skills 
Training in Affective & Interpersonal 
Regulation (STAIR). 
 
Stay Quit Coach 
The Stay Quit Coach App helps you 
“stay quit” after you stop smoking with 
tools to control cravings, reminder 
messages and support links. 
 
Summary of Care 
Lets you receive and view your VA 
medical information – including lab 
results, medications, allergies. 
VA DoD Veteran Link 
VA DoD Veteran Link accesses your VA 
Electronic Health. 
 
VA Launchpad for Veterans 
The VA Launchpad houses all apps that 

connect to VA’s Electronic Health 
Record (EHR) and access your personal 
health information. 
 
VA Online Scheduling 
Allows you to request care and mental 
health appointments at VA facilities and 
to schedule and cancel appointments. 
 
VA Pressure Ulcer Resource 
The VA Pressure Ulcer Resource (VA 
PUR) App is designed to help Veterans 
and their Caregivers learn about 
preventing and taking care of existing 
pressure ulcers. 
 
VA Video Connect 
The new VA Video Connect application 
connects Veterans with their health care 
team from anywhere, using encryption to 
ensure a secure and private session. 
 
VetChange 
VetChange is an app for Veterans and 
Service members who are concerned 
about their drinking and how it relates to 
posttraumatic stress after deployment. 

 
Chap.  750 Next Meeting 
The February 21st meeting will be noon at the Bard Mansion, on-base at the Port 
Hueneme Navy Base.  MOPHA meets at the same time, same place as the Patriots. 
 
Need a ride to the meeting?  Contact me at 805 565 3759.  Members may be able to car 
pool with you.  Meetings are generally on the second Thursday of the month at 6:00 pm 
and at the Veterans Home of California, Ventura (805-659-7500); located at 10900 
Telephone Road Ventura: Santa Paula Freeway (Rte.  126); Exit South Wells Road (Rte.  
118) then two long blocks to Telephone Road and we’re at the large campus on the 
corner.   

Chapter Meeting Schedule for 2019 
February 21 – March 14 – April 11 













VA’s Rapid Appeals Modernization Program (RAMP)

What is RAMP?
RAMP allows Veterans to seek faster resolution of their 
disagreement with VA’s decision on a disability compensation 
claim. Opting into RAMP means you can remove your appeal from 
the old, limited appeals process and enter the new, more efficient 
review process. In RAMP, you can choose between two new ways 
to have your disagreement reviewed: as a supplemental claim or 
via a higher-level review. VA will then provide you with a decision 
on your disagreement in an average of 125 days.

VA Appeals Modernization
RAMP is part of VA’s larger Appeals Modernization Program. 
On August 23, 2017, the President signed the Veterans Appeals 
Improvement and Modernization Act of 2017 (Appeals 
Modernization Act) into law, creating a new process that allows VA 
to improve the delivery of benefits and services to Veterans and 
their families.

The Appeals Modernization Act establishes a new review process 
for VA claims that is timely, transparent and fair. Although the new 
Appeals Modernization Act process does not go into effect until 
February 2019, VA is giving eligible Veterans the opportunity to 
participate in two of the new review lanes early through RAMP.

Are you eligible 
for RAMP?

Veterans who have a 
disability compensation 
appeal pending in one of 
the following legacy appeal 
stages are able to opt into 
RAMP:

Notice of Disagreement 
(NOD) 

Form 9, Appeal to Board 
of Veterans’ Appeals

Certified to the Board 
(sent to the Board but not 
yet formally placed on its 
docket)

Remand from the Board 
to VBA

Opting into RAMP
Now, any Veteran with an eligible disability compensation appeal may choose to opt into RAMP. To find out if your disability 
compensation appeal is in an eligible stage you can go to www.vets.gov and use the Appeals Status Tool. There are three ways you 
can opt into RAMP:

You may receive an invitation in the mail to opt into RAMP from VA.

You can visit VA’s RAMP information page at: http://benefits.va.gov/benefits/appeals-ramp.asp 
and print out the RAMP form.

You can call VA at 1-800-827-1000 to have the forms mailed to you.

Once you have selected your RAMP review lane, sign and mail or fax the document back to VA.



Which Review Lane is Right For You?

Supplemental Claim Lane

Select this option if you have additional evidence that 
is new and relevant to support granting your benefit 
claim.  

VA will assist you in gathering new and relevant 
evidence to support your claim.

VA’s review will include any new and relevant evidence 
submitted since we last decided your claim.

Higher-Level Review Lane

A higher-level review consists of an entirely new review 
of your claim by a senior claims adjudicator. 

Select this option if you have no additional evidence to 
submit in support of your claim, but you believe that 
there was an error in the initial decision.

The higher-level reviewer will only consider evidence 
that was in VA’s possession at the time you opt-in. You 
and/or your representative will NOT be able to add new 
evidence during this process.

VA cannot assist you in developing additional evidence. 
However, if the higher-level reviewer discovers an error 
in VA’s duty to assist in the prior decision your claim 
will return to initial decision makers for additional 
processing to correct the error.  

You or your representative can request an optional, one-
time, informal telephone conference with the higher-
level reviewer to identify specific errors in the case. 
However, requesting an informal conference may cause 
a delay in the processing of your higher-level review.

No matter which RAMP review 
lane you choose, VA’s goal is 
to get you a decision on your 
disagreement within 125 days.

Note: If you have multiple appeals that 
you’re opting into RAMP, they must all 
initially be reviewed under the same lane.

What If You 
Disagree with a 

RAMP Decision?

If you disagree with a decision you received from RAMP, you can choose to have your claim reviewed 
again either as a higher-level review or as a supplemental claim. Choosing one review option initially 
does not prevent you from choosing another review option after you’ve received an initial decision 
in RAMP. For example, if you initially choose the Higher-Level Review Lane and disagree with VA’s 
decision from that review, you can then choose the Supplemental Claim Lane to add new and 
relevant evidence to support your claim.

Alternatively, you may choose to file an NOD directly to the Board.

For More Information
To learn more about RAMP, go to: http://benefits.va.gov/benefits/appeals-ramp.asp. 
For more information on VA’s Appeals Modernization, go to: benefits.va.gov/benefits/appeals.asp.
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